Jade is a language designed to support coarse-graia parallelism on both shared and distributed address-space machines. Jade is data-oriented a Jade programmer simply augments a sequential imperative progmm with declarations specifying how the program accesses data. A Jade implementation dynamically interprets the access specification to execute the program concurrently while enfoming the program's data dependence constraints, thus preserving the sequential semantics. This paper describes the Jade constructs and defines both a serial and a parallel formal operational semantics for Jade. The paper proves that the two semantics are equivalent.
Introduction
Over the last decade, research in parallel architectures has led to many new parallel systems. These systems range from multiprocessors with shared address spaces, multi-computers with distributed address spaces, to networks of high-performance workstations. Furthermore, the development of high-speed interconnection networks makes it possible to comect the systems together, forming a tremendous computational resource. An effective way to use these machines is to partition a computation into coarse-grain tasks. The current language support for this computing environment is, however, rather primitive programmers must explicitly manage the hardware resources using low level communication and synchronization primitives. This paper presents Jade, a new language designed to simplify the expression of coarse-grain parallelism.
Instead of using explicitly parallel constructs to create and synchronize concurrent tasks, Jade programmers use Thk research was supported in part by DARPA contract NOO039.91-C-013S.
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declarative constructs to specify how parts of sequential program access data. The Jade implementation dynamically interprets these access specifications to determine which operations can execute concurrently without violating the program's sequential semantics. This dataoriented approach simplifies the programming process by preserving the familiar sequential, imperative programming paradigm.
Jade programmers need not struggle with phenomena such as data races, deadlock and nondeterministic program behavior.
Jade is a set of extensions to existing sequential languages. Programmers can therefore parallelize large existing applications simply by analyzing how the program uses data and augmenting the source code with Jade extensions. Because Jade hides the low-level coordination of parallel activity fkom the progranimer, these applications are portable across different parallel architectures.
We introduced the basic concepts of the data-oriented approach to concurrency in a previous paper [6] . The previous version of Jade was designed for machines with shared address spaces. We have implemented Jade as an extension to C, C++ and FORTRAN on the Encore Multirnax, the Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D/240S, and Stanford DASH multiprocessor [7J. We have found it possible tcr parallelize sequential programs with a reasonable programming effort.
Implemented applications include a parallel sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm due to Rothberg and Gupta [11] , the Perfect Club benchmark MIX
[1], LocusRoute, a VLSI routing system due to Rose [10] , a parallel make program, and a program simulating the flow of smog in the Los Angeles basin.
We have revised the definition of Jade so that it can now be implemented on machines with separate address spaces. The same Jade program could be executed, for example, on both a shared address space multiprocessor and a network of workstations. This revision also makes it possible for the Jade implementation to dynamically verify the correctness of the access specifications. If the program does not correctly declare how it will access data, the Jade implementation will signal an error. This verification guarantees that the parallel and serial executions of a Jade progmm compute the same result.
'This paper presents the revised Jade language, and establishes the semantic foundations for Jade. We first informally present the Jade constructs, and explain how a @ 1992 ACM 089791453-8/92/0001/0105 $1.50
programmer uses the Jade access declaration statements to specify how parts of the program access data. As we present the Jade constructs, we describe the concurrency patterns that the data usage information generates.
We then formally present both a sequential and a parallel operational semantics for Jade. Because Jade is a declarative language, it is not immediately obvious how the Jade implementation generates the parallel execution. The parallel operational semantics therefore provides insight into how to actually implement Jade. Finally, we prove that the sequential and parallel semantics are equivalent.
Jade Programming Paradigm
A Jade programmer provides the program knowledge required for efficient parallelization; the implementation combines its machine knowledge with this information to map the computation efficiently onto the underlying hardware. Here are the Jade programmer's responsibilities:
. Task Decomposition:
The programmer stats with a serial program and uses Jade constructs to identify the program's task decomposition.
The programmer determines the granularity at which tasks will access the data, and allocates data at that granularity.
q Access Specification:
The programmer provides a dynamically determined specification of the data each task accesses.
The Jade implementation performs the following activities:
The implementation uses the program's serial execution order and the tasks' access specifications to extract the dynamic inter-task dependence constraints that the parallel execution must obey.
The implementation maps the tasks efficiently onto the hardware while enforcing the extracted dependence constraints.
has a private memory consisting of a stack for procedme parameters and local variables and a heap for dynamically allocated objects accessed only by that task.
Objects allocated in private memory are called privare objects.
The implementation enforces the restriction that no shared object can contain a reference to a private object. This, along with the restriction that no task be directly given a reference to another task's private object, ensures that no task can access any other task's private objects.
Each task has an access specijcation which specities how the task will access shared objects. The programmer defines a task's access specification using access declaration statements.
For example, the rd (read) statement declares that the task may read the given object, while the wr (write) statement declares that the task may write the given object.
Accesses conjlict if, to preserve the serial semantics, they must execute in the underlying sequential execution order. Accesses to different objects do not conflict. Writes to the same object confiict, while reads do not conflict.
A read and a write to the same object also conflict. The Jade implementation exploits concurrency by rdaxing the sequential execution order between tasks that dedare no conflicting accesses.
Since the parrdlelization is based on the access specification, it is important that the access specification be accurate. An undeclared access could introduce a data race and make a parallel execution of the program compute an erroneous result. The Jade implementation precludes this possibility by dynamically checking each task's accesses to shared objects. If a task attempts to perform an undeclared access, the implementation will generate a run-time error.
The implementation serializes tasks that dectare conflicting accesses to an object even though the tasks may actually access dkjoint regions of the object. The programmer must therefore atlocate objects at a fine enough granularity to expose the desired amount of concurrency in the program.
Basic Concurrency
Jade programmers use the wit honl y-do construct to identify a task and to specify how that task will access data. Here is the general syntactic form of the construcc q Data Distribution:
On machines with multiple ad- The programmer controls the amount of exploited concurrency by choosing the appropriate task granularity. Because the statements in a task execute sequentially, two pieces of code can execute concurrently only if they are in different tasks. The programmer must therefore make the task decomposition fine enough to expose the desired amount of concurrency. Therefore, all synchronization takes place at task boundaries. The following example demonstrates how synchronizing only at task boundaries can waste concurrency. Therefore, the fist task should be able to execute concurrently with the statements := g (*Y) from the second task. similarly, the second task no longer accesses y after the statement s := g (*y) finishes. The statement *x := h (*x, s) from the second task should be able to execute concurrently with the third task. This example illustrates how information about when tasks access shared objects can expose concurrency.
To allow programmers to express when a task will access shared objects, Jade provides both a new construct, wit h-cent, and new access declaration statements df.rd, df-.wr, no.rd and no-wr. The wi.th-cent construct allows the programmer to update a task's access specification as the task executes. This construc~in combination with the new access declaration statements, allows the programmer to exploit the kind of inter-task concurrency described above.
Here is the general syntactic form of the with-cent construcc with { access declaration } cent;
As in the withonly-do construct, the access declaration section is an arbitrary piece of code containing access declaration statements. These statements change the task's access specification so that it more precisely reflects how the rest (or continuation, as the cent keyword suggests) of the task will access shared objects.
The 
Deferred Accesses
The df_rd and df_wr statements declare a deferred access to the shared object. That is, they specify that the task may eventually read or write the object, but that it witl not do so immediately. Before the task can access the object, it must execute a with-cent construct that uses the rd or w r access declaration statements to convert the defened declaration to an immediate declaration. Therefore, a task that initially declares a deferred access to a shared object does not have the right to access that object. It does, however, have the right to convert the deferred declaration to an immediate declaration. This immediate declaration then gives the task the right to access the object. Deferred declarations altow a task to defer its synchronization for a shared object until just before it actually accesses the object. The following modification to our example illustrates how deferred declarations can increase the amount of exploitable concurrency in a Jade program: (2); } Because the second task declares a deferred read and a deferred write access on x, it cannot access x until it converts the deferred declarations to immediate declarations, The second task can therefore start to execute while the tirst task is still running.
The with-cent statement in the second task converts the deferred declarations to immediate declarations. Because tie immediate declarations give the second task the right to access x, it must wait untit the first task completes before it can proceed. This example demonstrates how deferred declarations allow the Jade implementation to execute an initial segment of one task concurrently with another task even though the second task may eventually carry out an access that conflicts with one of the first task's accesses.
Completed Accesses
Jade programmers use the no_wr and no-rd access declaration stak?ments to explicitly remove a declaration from a task's access specification.
These statements allow the programmer to indicate when a task has completed a specified access. The following example illustrates how the no-wr and no.rd statements can increase the amount of exploitable concurrency 
Summary
Access specifications give the Jade implementation all the information it needs to correctly execute a program in parallel. Programmers generate a task's initial access specification when it is created, and can update the specification as the task runs. At any time, the current access specification must accurately reflect how the nest of the task and its future sub-tasks will access data. It is this a priori restriction -the guarantee that neither the task nor any of its sub-tasks will ever access certain shared objects -that allows the Jade implementation m exploit concurrency between tasks. Each declamation enables a task and its sub-tasks to access a shared object in a certain way. For example, an immediate read declaration enables the task to read the data; it also enables the task's sub-tasks to declare a read access and then read the &ta. Conversely, if a task has not declared a read access on a given object, a sub-task camot declare a read access and thus cannot read the object. A declaration therefore allows a sub-task to access certain data by enabling the sub-task to declare certain accesses. Table 1 Simple program states. This transition relation is in effect an interpreter for Simple. We use the transition relation for Simple to define a serial operational semantics for Jade programs. This semantics executes Jade programs in the standard serial execution order and dynamically checks the correspondence between each task's declared and actual accesses to shared objects.
We also use the transition relation for Simple to define the parallel operational semantics for Jade. The parallel and seriat semantics use the same mechanism to check that tasks perform no undeclared accesses to shared objects. The parallel semantics, however, runs tasks concurrently if they can perform no conflicting accesses. The parallel semantics maintains a set of active tasks and a set of suspended tasks. Active tasks can execute concurrently; suspended tasks wait for active tasks to complete conflicting accesses. This semantics uses the standard interleaving approach to modelling concurrency in that it models the parallel execution of tasks by interleaving tlheir atomic transitions.
The parallel semantics synchronizes tasks by maintaining, for each shared object, a queue of the declarations of tasks that may access that object. When all of a task's immediate declarations reach the front of their queues, the task is activated and can run. When a task terminates, it removes all of its declarations from the queues, potentially activating other tasks.
When a task is created, the implementation inserts each of its declarations into the appropriate queue just before its parent's declarations. When a task creates several subtasks, the sub-tasks' declarations will appear in the queue in their task creation order. This task creation order is also the standard serial execution order. Because a subtask's declarations app?ar before its parent's declarations, the sub-task takes precedence over its parent, Therefore, tasks with conflicting declarations will get activated and execute in the standard serial excxmtion order.
The main theoretical result of this paper is a theorem which establishes the correspondence between the serial semantics and the parallel semantics. The theorem states that a parallel execution of a Jade program will successfully halt if and only if the serial program successfully halts. Also, all such parallel and serial executions generate the same result. The Appendix contains the complete set of axioms that define the operational semantics. In the paper we illustrate how the operational semantics work by reproducing representative axioms fmm the Appendix.
Access Specifications
In this section we formally define the access specifications that the semantics uses to check the correspondence between a task's declared and actual accesses. Each access specification is a set s of declarations.
A declaration is a tuple of the form (di 6 {df, i.m, no}, rw E {rd, wr}, l). The first field of the tuple determines whether the tuple represents a deferred (df), an immediate (ire) or no (no) access declaration.
The second field of the tuple determines whether the tuple represents a read (rd) Expressions are evaluated in a context containing an environment, a shared and a private memory, and an access specifications. As described in section 3.1, s determines which shared objects a task has the right to read and/or write. The notation exp h (e, m, n,s) = v should be read as: "expression exp in context (e, m, n,s) evaluates to v".
When a task evaluates an expression, it may read a shared object. At each such read, the semantics checks that the task declares an immediate read access on that object.. This check takes the form of a precondition on the axiom that evaluates reads to shared objects. This axiom (reproduced below from Appendix B) requires that if a task reads a shared object, it must declare the access: Appendix B contains the complete set of axioms that define expression evaluation.
Simple Semantics
We now define the operational semantics for Simple programs. This semantics takes the form of a transition relation~. Intuitively, each transition starts with a sequence of statements and a statement evaluation context and executes the first statement in the sequence. The result is a new statement sequence and a new context. Statement evaluations take place in the same contexts as expression evaluations.
A Simple statement may write a shared object. In this case the operational semantics must check that the task declares an immediate write access on that object. We reproduce that axiom here to show how the semantics uses a precondhion to perform the check expl in (e, m,n, s) = I 6 Dom m, (ire, wr, l) b(expin (el, ml, nl, sl)) = exp in (ez, m2, nz, $2).
Appendix C contains the rest of the axioms that define the opam.ionrd semantics for Simple. This transition relation extends + to the access declaration sections of Jade constructs. These tmnsitions take place in Jade contexts; a Jade context is a tuple (e, m,n, s,r ). These contexts are the same as statement evaluation contexts, except that they contain au additional set of declarations r. The axioms accumulate declarations from the access declaration sections of Jade constructs into this set. When the semantics has finished executing the access declaration section of a w,ithonly-do construct, r becomes the access specification of the new task. For a with-cent construct, the semantics uses r to update the current task's access specification.
We first reproduce an axiom that demonstrates how access declaration sections can contain arbitrary code.
Tlhe following axiom makes all of the Simple transitions valid in the access declaration section of a wit h-cent construct c1 in (e, m,n, s)+ in (e', m', n', s') with {cl}cont;q in (e, m, n,s, r)-+j with {dl}cont;cz in (e', m', n', s', r)
We next reproduce an axiom dealing with the accumulation of declarations into the access specification set r. To legally declare that a new task will access a given shared object, the parent task's access specification must enable the declaration. The semantics enforces this constraint with a precondition on the axiom which constructs the new task's access speeiticatiom c = withonly {di.rw(exp);c l}do(ids){cz};cs, expin(e, m,n, s)=l CDomm, r' = ru{ (di, rw, l)}, sl-(di, rw,l) cin (e, m, n,s, r)-+j withonly {cl }do(ids){cz};q in (e, m, n,s, r') Appendix D contains the rest of the axioms which define the +j transition relation, and the definition of the equivalence relation~~for Jade contexts.
3.5
Serial Jade Semantics We can now view +8 as a program execution function. The value of -+s is the unique equivalence class of program states obtained by executing the next step of the program. Our serial semantics is therefore deterministic. We now define the notion of observation for the serial execution of Jade programs. The basic idea is that we start the program in a start state and run it until it can progress no further. If the program halts with an integer result, we observe the result. If the program halts in error or could only partially execute we observe error.
If the program runs forever we observe l-: 
Object Queues
The following definitions impose some consistency requirements on the structure of C: Given this definition, c represents a set of queues, one for each shared object. Each declaration (di, rw, 1) appears in the queue for L Declarations appear in a queue in their tasks' underlying sequential execution order. So, if task t 1 would execute before task tz if the program executed sequentially, then tl's declarations appear before the declarations of tz. The operational semantics uses these queues to determine when tasks can execute concurrently.
As soon as all of a task's immediate declarations reach the front of their queues, that task can execute. Therefore, if the declarations of two tasks are simultaneously at the front of their respective queues, the two tasks' access specifications do not conflict and the tasks can execute concurrently. We formalize the notion of "ftont of a queue" with the following definitions. f ((di, rw, 1), C) is true just when (di, rw, 1) is at the front of its queue. 
As the definition of f shows, a write declaration is at the front of its queue when there are no declarations before it in the queu% a read declaration is at the front of its queue when there are only other read declarations before it in the queue. This reflects the fact that several tasks can concurrently read a shared object because reads do not change the object's state. Writes, of course, must execute in the underlying sequential execution order.
The definition off demonstrates that a deferred declaration can prevent an immediate declaration from being at the front of its queue. In this case the deferred declaration prevents the immediate declaration's task from executing. This reflects the fact that a deferred declaration represents a potential access. The immediate declaration's task cannot proceed until there is no possibility that an earlier task can perform an access that conflicts with any of its accesses.
We now discuss the definition of +~, the tmnsition relation for parallel Jade program states. We model the parallel execution of a Jade program by interleaving the atomic transitions of that program's parallel tasks. +t herefore arbitrarily picks one of the active tasks and executes the next step of that task's computation. The tasks themselves may change their specifications, create new tasks, or complete their execution.
Each of these events changes the program state's set of specifications, The transition relation must therefore modify E to reflect these changes.
l%e~is a function to perform each kind of modification to E. When the semantics executes a wi,t honl y-do construct, it uses the ins function to insert the new task's declamations into the queues just before its parent's declarations.
When the task completes, the semantics uses the rem function @ remove its declarations from the queues. When the semantics executes a with-cent construct, it uses the u pd function to perform the queue modifications that correspond to the changes in the task's access specification, Definition 10 s@l = {(di, rw, 1) G s}. rpl(s, r, C) = '(di, rw,l)cr (pred(st@l, C) xr@l)U(r@l xsucc(s@l, c)). ins(r, s, E) =E UrPl(s~r) E)"(di, rw, I)er r@l x @l.
upd(s, r, E) = rem(s, C) U rpl(s, r, C).
Transition Relation
We now present the axioms that define +P. We tirst present the axiom that executes a wi.thonl y-do statement when it creates a new task. This axiom suspends both the new task and its parent. The pwent task maybe unable to mn because its access specification may conflict with the new task's access specification.
The new task may be unable to run because its access specification may contiict with those of previously created tasks. When all of a suspended task's immediate declarations reach the front of their respective queues, the semantics must transfer the task to the set of active tasks so that it can execute. The following axiom activates such suspended tasks: t=(c, e,n, s,r)6S,
When a task completes, it must remove its declarations from the queues. The semantics can then activate tasks whose accesses conflicted with the completed task's accesses.
t=(e, e,n, s,r)~A, (m, A, $ c )+P(m, A\ {t}, $ rem(s, c ))
The rest of the axioms that define +P are in Appendix F. In particular, there is an axiom that takes a program tc~error if the program violates some of the execution constraints, and an axiom that computes the program's result.
We next define how to observe the parallel execution of a Jade program.
If the program successfully halts, we observe the result. If the program has an error, or gets into a state from which it cannot progress, or has one of its active tasks get into a state from which it cannot progress, we observe error. If the program runs forever, we observe L The parallel observation function PObs observes every parallel execution and takes the union of the resulting observations.
In this definition, PObs makes no fairness assumptions about the parallel execution. 
pt+Ppt' and
Proof Sketch: The key aspect of the proof is to show that +P preserves property 3 of definition 12. To show this, we must show that the legal queue updates and insertions do not cause the program state to violate this property.
We tirst consider the queue insertions caused by a parent task spawning a new task. For each queue, the new task's declarations appear just before the parent task's ddarations.
Both the parent task and the new task are suspended in the new state. All active tasks other than the parent task remain active in the new state.
We now show that any immediate declaration of an active task in the new state remains at the front of its queue. If there is no declaration from the parent task in the active task's declaration's queue, then by property 1 of definition 12 there is no declaration from the new task in that queue. Otherwise, the active task's declaration must have appeared either before or after the parent's declamations in the old state. If the declaration appeared before those of the parent task, then it will appear lxfore those of the new task in the new state. If the declaration appeared after those of the parent task, then all of the declarations in question must be read declarations. By property 1 of definition 12 the new task inserted no write declarations in the queue, so the active task's read declaration is still at the front of the queue.
We next consider an update to the queue due to the execution of a wit h-con~statement. In the new state, the updating task's declarations appear in the same place in the queues as the task's declarations from the old state.
We can use a case analysis similar to that for the insertion case to determine that the transition preserves property 3 of definition 12. 3.7 Semantic Correspondence
In this section we present the proof of correspondence between the parallel and serial semantics. We first setup an equivalence between serial program states and parallel program states. We use this definition to show that the serial execution of a Jade program is also one of the legal parallel executions. This is the first step towards proving the correspondence between the parallel and serial semantics. Proof Sketch: We perform a case analysis of all the transitions that a serial program state can take. We then identify a corresponding transition that an equivalent parallel program state can take, and show that the new serial and parallel program states are equivalent.
Theorem 2 SObs(c) E PObs(c).
Proof Skelch: A simple induction using lemmas 2 and 3.
We next define the notion of equivalence for parallel program states. This definition is again intended to capture precisely how two program states that differ only in their choice of allocated locations are equivalent. Definition 14 (ml, Al, SI, Cl ) -p (mz, Az, S2, E2 ) W there exist bisections b~: AI + Az, b~: S1 + S2, b " Dom ml + Dom mz and bd : decl(A1 U S1) + d~cl~A2 U S2) such that if b.. = b. U b, then
and for all t = (cl, el, nl, sl, rl) E Al US1, z~ba$(t) = (cz, ez, n~, SZ,rz) then 1. cl = C2, 2. 3b. (cl, ml, nl, sl, rl) =; (ez, mz, nz, s2, rz) and b$Domb~=b~, 3. V(di, rw,l) E .q. bd((di, rw, !)) = (di, rw, b~(l)) E s2.
We now examine the possibilities when two equivalent program states take tmnsitions. We tirst show that if one state takes a transition, then so does the other.
Lemma 4 If ptl is consistent, pt2 is consistent, ptl-p pt2 and ptl +Ppt{ then 3ptj .pt2+P ptj.
Proof Sketch: A case analysis of the axiom that generated ptl +Ppt~reveals that ptz can always take a corresponding transition generated by the same axiom.
We now characterize what can happen when equivalent states both take a transition. They key result is that two different transitions from equivalent paratlel program states commute. For case 5, the transitions came tim non-isomorphic tasks. An inspection of the axioms that define +P reveals that all of the active tasks in pt~and ptz (with the possible exception of the tasks that generated the transitions) are still active in pt~and pt~. Therefore, there is an active task in pt{ that is isomorphic to the task that generated ptz+ppt~and vice-versa.
These active tasks generate wsitions ptj +ppt~and pt~+Ppt~.
We go through a case analysis of the possible pairs of transitions to show that pt y SP pty. In effect, we must show that the two transitions pt 1+P pt~and pt~-+p ptc ommute. The proof of commutativity relies on the definitions of consistency and equivalence of parallel program states.
We tirst show that the accesses to shared objeets of any two active tasks do not conflict. For an active task to write a shared objeet, it must deelare an immediate write on that shard object. By property 3 of definition 12 that declamation must be at the front of its queue. Therefore, no other task's read or write declaration can be at the front of the queue, and again by property 3 of definition 12 all other tasks that deelare art immediate access on that object must be suspended. No other active task em access the object. The effects of the two transitions on the shared memory do not interfere, and therefore commute. We must also verify that queue operations carried out by two distinct tasks commute. Each task changes some subset of the program state's queues. If the tasks change disjoint subsets, then their queue operations obviously commute. If the tasks change some of the same queues, then their ag~gate queue operations commute if the operations commute for every queue. We therefore show that for any one queue, the two operations commute. If the two operations both modify the same queue, then the two tasks both have sets of declarations in the queue. By definition 8 the sets are disjoint and one set comes before the other with respect to C. Queue removes and updates affect only eaeh task's declarations; because the two se~of declarations are disjoint the operations commute. Inserts put a new set of declarations into the queue just before the parent task's declaration se~again because the two tasks' declarations sets are disjoint the operations colmmute.
We next show that if any parallel execution of a Jade program terminates without an error, then all paratlel executions terminate and yield the same result.
Theorem 3
Jjv c PObs(c) and v c Z, then PObs(c) = {v}.
Proof Sketch: An induction on the length of the reduction sequence using lemmas 2, 4 and 5.
Together theorems 2 and 3 establish the comx.pondence between the serial and parallel semantics. Theorem 2 says that if the serial execution of the program successfully hatts, then at least one of the parallel executions successfully halts with the same result. Theorem 3 says that if one of the parallel executions successfully halts, then all of pamllel executions successfully halt with the same result. So, a parallel execution of a Jade program will successfully halt if and only if the serial program successfully halts, and all such parallel and serial executions generate the same resuk
The difference between the paratlel semantics and the serial semantics is that the parallel semantics may terminate in the error state when the serial semantics does not terminate, and vice-versa.
This ean happen if the program has two independent tasks t 1 and t2 such that tl runs forever and tz has an error. The serial semarttics will always execute one of the two tasks before the otlher, and will therefore always get the same result. The paratlel semantics, however, cart execute the two tasks in parallel, producing either an infinite loop or an error depending on how the tasks' transitions interleave. [12] force the programmer to manage concurrency using low-level operations to synchronize paratlell tasks. 'IMs explicitly parallel approach often leads to complicated, nondeterministic programs that are difficult to debug and maintain. Jade, on the other hand, adopts an implicitly parallel approach that maintains the programming advantages of serial languages. In [6] we present a detailed analysis of the differences between Jade and such explicitly parallel languages.
FX-87 [8] is similar to Jade in that it contains constructs that allow the programmer to express how the program accesses data. In FX-87, memory locations are partitioned into a finite, statically determined set of regions. The programmer declares the regions of memory that a function touches as part of the function's type. The FX-87 compiler &n then verify the correspon&nce between the declared and actual data accesses, scheduling conflict-free pieces of the program for concurrent execution.
Making regions a static concept severely limits the amount of concurrency the implementation can extract [3] . At run time, multiple dynamic objects must be mapped to the same static region. Therefore, the compiler cannot exploit concurrency available between parts of the program that access disjoint sets of objects from the same region.
The other major difference between Jade and FX-87 is that FX-87 has no constricts for identifying task boundaries and synchronization points. It is the FX-87 compiler's responsibility to partition the program into tasks.
We are aware of no generally applicable algorithm for successfully partitioning programs containing side effects.
conclusion
Jade programmers implicitly express parallelism by specifying how a serial, imperative program uses data. Such an approach simplifies parallel programming and makes programs more portable across different parallel architectures.
The access specification is the key interface between the Jade programmer and the Jade implementation.
The programmer uses Jade constructs to generate an access specification for every task. It is the programmer's mresponsibility to ensare that the access specification declares atl of the task's accesses. Access specifications therefore restrict how parts of the program can access data, Based on these restrictions, the Jade implementation identities tasks whose accesses do not conflict and executes these tasks concurrently.
Finally, to detect data races caused by incorrect access specifications, the Jade implementation dynamically checks that each access specification is correct.
In this paper we present both a sequential and a parallel operational semantics; these semantics formally define the meaning of Jade programs. The proof of correspondence between the sequential and parallel operatirmat semantics demonstrates that a Jade programmer can reason about parallel programs using a simple sequential programming model.
